We investigate the algebraic structure generated by the "shift" mapping n -► n +1 on N under composition and another operation defined below. This allows to prove results about certain free autodistributive structures.
1. A /-algebra will be the algebraic structure made by a set endowed with two binary operations (x,y) -► xy and (x,y) -+xy satisfying the following identities -where xyz stands for (xy)z and xyz for (xy)z-:
x(yz) = (xy)z It happens that /-algebras are rather natural and common structures: a /-algebra is nothing but a semigroup M satisfying the weak commutativity condition (1) (Vx,y)(3z)(xy = zx) and such that the " z " above can be chosen "functorially", i.e. in such a way that the mapping x i-» \y t-> z] is in Hom(M, End M). In particular any semigroup satisfying ( 1 ) with an unique z for every x, y is a /-algebra (when xy is defined to be this " z ") and therefore every group becomes a /-algebra when endowed with the conjugacy operation xy := xyx~ . Some properties of the /-algebras are quoted in [ 1 ] (where the /-algebras with an unit are called semi-Abelian monoids). In fact the interest for the /-algebras comes from set theory where, under some (very strong) large cardinal hypotheses, particular /-algebras can be obtained using elementary embeddings. It happens that certain properties of these elementary embeddings (that appear as basic tools in recent developments of set theory) originate in their structure of /-algebra [2] , and this structure appears to be very rich and mysterious (see [4] ). It is a natural conjecture to claim that the /-algebras associated to the elementary embeddings are free /-algebras (in the usual sense of algebra) and therefore a lot of questions arise about the free /-algebras and, specially, the free monogenic one. However it is easy to describe the free /-algebras as quotients of free magmas (i.e. sets of terms) under convenient equivalences [1] , [3] and this gives a way for proving that certain identities do hold in these structures. But it is difficult to prove that an identity does not hold, i.e. to prove that particular terms are not equivalent.
The usual way for proving that two terms tx, t2 are not equivalent is to find a particular /-algebra £ and a projection % onto 5 suchthat n(tx) and n(t2) are not equal. So in order to study the case of the free monogenic /-algebra, we have to exhibit interesting monogenic /-algebras. In fact, we are interested in terms involving the second operation (x ,y) ->xy, and therefore the /-algebras quoted above, in particular those associated to groups, cannot be helpful as the corresponding operation is trivial: every monogenic semigroup is Abelian, and so xy is y for all x, y . So we need monogenic /-algebras with nontrivial operation xy . Of course, the /-algebra constructed in set theory is a natural candidate, but the problem is that we wanted to study the free /-algebras first because the set theoretic one is difficult to handle with, and moreover the very existence of this /-algebra is hypothetic. Some possibility is to exhibit finite projections of the set theoretic /-algebra: because they are finite, their properties do not depend on any set theoretic hypothesis. This approach is possible (see the proof of Lemma 5), but up to now only three /-algebras have been described in this way such that the corresponding substructures generated by the operation xy alone have 2, 4 and 8 elements. This does not solve our questions, and we have to find another way for constructing monogenic /-algebras: the aim of this note is to provide such a construction.
2. In order to describe new /-algebras, we use families of mappings of one set into itself. If / is a mapping of X into itself, we write Im / for the image of /, colmf for X\lmf and Fix/ for {x G X;f(x) = x} .
Definition. For every set X, let $x be the set of all one-one mappings of X into itself; we endow $x with the composition operation:
and with the following operation:
Proposition. $x is a J-algebra.
Proof. Elementary; for instance, let us verify that fsh = (gh) holds; let x be any member of the set X. Case 1. x is in colm /. Then x is in coIm(/g), so we get:
Case 2. x is in /[colm g]. Then x is in colm(fg), and /~ (x) is in colm g, so we get:
fgh(x) = x and f(gh)(x) = fghf-\x) = ff~\x) = x .
Case 3. x is in \m(fg). Then f~ (x) is in Im g, so we get:
fgh(x) = fghg-lrl(x) and f(gh)(x) = fghf~\x) = fghg-Xf-\x). D 3. Of course, if X is a finite set, then the /-algebra $ is nothing but the symmetric group 6^ endowed with the conjugacy operation. The smallest interesting case is therefore the case of 5N. In the sequel, the shift operation on in , zz r-» zz + 1 will be denoted by 5, and we let T> be the sub-/-algebra of $N generated by 5 . So 2) is a monogenic /-algebra, and it is easily seen that it is nontrivial with respect to xy (see 4 below). Our first observation will be that £ is essentially the only monogenic sub-/-algebra of any $x . If G is a group, we shall denote by c(G) the /-algebra obtained by adding the conjugacy operation to G.
Proposition. Let X be any set; the monogenic sub-J-algebras of $x can only be of the following types: T>, S) x c(Z/zzZ), D x c(Z), {1}, c(Z/zzZ), c(Z).
Proof. First we notice that, if {Xx ,X2} is a partition of X, and /, g are in 5X such that Xx, X2 are closed under / and g, then Xx, X2 are closed under fg and fg as well and, for i = 1,2, fg\X¡ (resp. fg\X¡.) is [f\Xt){g\X¿ (resp. ^x'ig\Xi ). So, if / is as above, the sub-/-algebra of $x generated by / is the product of the sub-/-algebras of 5*. , $x generated by f\Xx ,f\X2, respectively. Now for / in $x , define a sequence (Im (f);p € Nu {oo}) as follows:
For p > 0, the set Im (/) is included in Im/, so Im0(/) and Im (/) are disjoint. As / is one-one, it follows that the sets Im (/) and Im?(/) are disjoint for any p , q in N, and (Im (/) ;p G N U {oo}) is a partition of X. Clearly the sets Imoo(/) and X\Imoo (/) are closed under /, and therefore the subalgebra generated by / is the product of the subalgebras generated by fllm^f) and f^lm^f).
As lm^fllmjf)) and Im^C/Wm«,/)
are empty, we are reduced to study separately two cases. We write (/) for the sub-/-algebra generated by /. Case 1. Im0(/) is empty, i.e. / is onto. An immediate induction shows that any member of (/) is onto, so (/) is c(C) where G is the subgroup of &x generated by /. This subgroup (if not trivial) is isomorphic to Z or to some Z/zzZ (and as these groups are Abelian the corresponding conjugacy operation is the trivial one: xy = y ).
Case 2. Imoo(/) is empty. We know that, for every p in N, /|Im (/) is a bijection of Im (/) onto Irri ,(/). Let g be any member of (/) ; we define, when possible, a member g of 53 as follows:
(where /" stands for /•••/, zz terms, if zz > 0, for id if zz is 0, and for f~ '"f~ , \n\ terms, if zz < 0). If g exists, it completely determines g (as Imoo(/) is empty), so g -► g is one-one. Next / exists and is equal to 5. In order to prove that g -> g is an isomorphism of (/) onto 53, it suffices to show that, if g and h are defined, then (gh)' and (gh)' are defined and equal, respectively, to gh and gh . This is easy to verify by an explicit computation.
The proposition then follows by pasting the various possible cases, o
Remark. It follows that every monogenic subalgebra of 53 is isomorphic to 53, and therefore any identity involving a single member say / of 53 is true if, and only if, the corresponding identity is true for s. Questions. Assume that 5 is a free /-algebra and x, y , z are in # :
(i) is xy always distinct of x and of y ? (ii) does zx=y imply x = y? (iii) does x zy z =y zx z imply x = y when z is a generator of £?
We get the following partial answers:
Proposition. Assume that 5 is a free J-algebra; for x, y, z in $, we have : (i) x ¿ xy and y ¿xy;
(ii) zx =zy implies n(x) = n(y) for every homomorphism n of $ to 53 ; (iii) xzy z =y zxz implies n(x) = n(y) for every homomorphism n of $ to 53 such that n(z) is s (if any). (ii) Easy: assume / = g ; then we get: fh= gh , i.e. hf = h g, hence / = g, as h is one-one.
(iii) Assume that s and gs commute. First we show that Im/ and Im g are equal. As Fix(s) is empty, Fix( s) is exactly colm/. Assume that g(n) is in colm/, hence in Fix(^):
sgs(g(n)) is s(g(n + 1)), while gs s(g(n)) is gs(g(n)), i.e. g(n + 1). So g(n + 1) is in Fix( s) as well, and we can iterate, concluding that Fix( s) is infinite, a contradiction. So Im g is included in Im/, and, symmetrically, Im/ is included in Img. Now let h be g~ f: h is a bijection of N. Let zz be any integer: an easy computation shows that sgs(f(n)) and gs s(f(n)) are, respectively, fsh~ sh(n) and gshs(n), so the hypothesis implies sk = ks where zc is h~ s h. As colm 5 has one member, colmzc has one member, and therefore the condition sk = ks (i.e. k(n + 1) = zc(zz) + 1 for all zz ) implies k = s. So we have sh = hs and colm h is empty: we conclude that h is the identity, i.e. / and g are equal. D Remark. The results above are incomplete in (ii) and (iii) as we said that the conjectured conclusion is x = y rather than n(x) = n(y) (under the hypothesis that z is a generator of 5 in (iii)). This of course could be equivalent (in the monogenic case) if 53 were free, but this is not true, as quoted below. Nevertheless a complete answer in 5 can be obtained by a direct verification for particular occurrences of these questions. For instance assume that a is one of the generators of 5 : there exists an homomorphism n of 5 onto 53 such that n(a) is 5. Now, if p, q are distinct integers n(ap) and n(aq) are certainly different as sp and sq are, so we can conclude that a a and "a do not commute in 5.
5. Lemma. 53 is not a free J-algebra. exist p , q such that b is equal to a . Consider for instance the following equation in S :
x = a
Assume that x is a solution, and let / be n(x) where n is the projection of £ onto 53 such that n(a) is s. We get: / = /• As colm g is always equipotent to colm g, certainly colm / must have exactly one element, say q . Now f(q) is q, so q must be in Fix(j"), that is {0,1}. For zz > 2, f(n) is therefore equal to /'(zz), hence to s"(n), i.e. to zz + 1. So f is either 5 or 5. We are reduced to solve:
n(x) = s' and n(x) = s.
The general solution of such equations is unknown, but in the actual case it is easy to solve, for Fix(i') and Fix(Ji) have only one element, and this implies that x must be ya for some y such that n(y) is, respectively, s or s . Finally this proves that y is a or a!, and we conclude that x = a and x =a a are exactly the solutions of the equation jc' = a" in £. Giving the full details entails a more precise study of the free /-algebra, which appears to be a rich subject but is outside the scope of this note (see [3] ).
